EXPERT SPEAKER PROFILE

Name: H.SHUNMUGAVEL

Organisation/ College:
ASHOK LEYLAND LTD

Academic Profile:
B.E – Mechanical Engineering from College of Engineering – Anna University
M.S – Engineering Management from BITS, PILANI

Work Experience:
21 Years in Manufacturing – Production, Quality Management, Change Management, Operational Transformation & ZF Gearbox project commissioning & productionising

Subject of interest:
1. Operational Transformation in Mfg Industries – Role of young engineers
2. Quality Management – comprehensive approach for business development
3. Differentiating management styles & strategies – CSF for Young Leaders

Preferred location: (e.g. Chennai, Hyderabad, Coimbatore, Madurai etc.)

CHENNAI

Date preferences:
MONDAY

E-mail: hs.ale@ashokleyland.com